
Evidence- 
based text 
messages 
for families

What is Ready4K?
Developed by educational researchers, Ready4K is an evidence-
based family engagement curriculum delivered via text 
message. Each week, parents receive fun facts and easy tips on 
how to promote their children’s development by building on 
existing routines – like pointing out the letters on shampoo 
bottles during bath time and naming their sounds. The Ready4K 
curriculum covers the whole child from birth through 3rd grade 
and is available in English, Spanish, and Arabic.

The Ready4K Tech Platform
The Ready4K technology platform enables schools, districts, 
Head Starts, and community-based organizations to upload all 
parent phone numbers with one click, choose date-of-birth or 
cohort-based messaging (based on your pedagogical 
philosophy), send custom messages, conduct in-text polling, and 
view data and analytics on demand. Teacher newsletters 
complement our text messages and loop teachers into the 
conversation. Ready4K supports ESSA Title 1 Parent and Family 
Engagement Requirements as well as all of the requirements of 
the Head Start Compendium of Parenting Interventions.

The Strongest Evidence Base in the Field
In a series of randomized controlled trials (RCTs), Stanford 
University researchers found that the Ready4K approach 
increased parental involvement at home and school, driving two 
to three months of child learning gains over a school year (York 
& Loeb, 2014; Doss, Fahle, Loeb & York, 2017; York, Loeb & 
Doss, forthcoming). This research has been highlighted in  The 
New York Times, Education Week, and Huffington Post.
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FACT: Kids are excited to learn all 
about themselves. The more they 
learn about themselves, the more 
confidence they have to thrive in 
school.

TIP: In the morning, look in the 
mirror together. Take turns naming 
your child’s positive qualities: You 
have brown eyes, you are kind, 
you are strong!

GROWTH: Keep helping your child 
learn about themselves. As you 
look in the mirror, share things 
about your family like where you 
live and your traditions.




